The Parent Guide to Service Learning
WHY SHOULD STUDENTS DO IT?
Service learning helps students act on the content and

WHAT IS IT?

skills that they have learned in the classroom and get
involved with something they are passionate about

Service learning is the process of learning through
experiences that benefit a community or environment.

Students develop a better connection to their
community, as well as enhancing their skills of empathy,

Students have autonomy through the process of

resilience and critical thinking.

planning, action and detailed reflection. Service
learning can also be known as 'volunteering' or

Service learning helps students become engaged

'community engagement'.

global citizens, ready for the challenges of college and
work.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO
'AUTHENTICATE A NEED'?

HOW DOES A STUDENT KNOW
WHAT TO DO?

Sometimes students have an idea for service learning
based on their own perspective. It is important that
they verify that this is really a genuine need in the

Students can begin by having a good understanding of

community by carrying out research, talking to

their own strengths, interests and skills.

community members and organisations.

Through experience, research and media, students can
Authenticating that there is a true need for service

then identify possible opportunities for service learning

helps prevent superficial service learning practices

that connect with what they are interested in.

such as counting hours or 'voluntourism'.

WHY IS REFLECTION SO
IMPORTANT?

WHAT DO STUDENTS RECORD?
Students keep a record of each stage of their service

The process of reflection is the key moment of growth

learning experience from idea through to planning,

in learning. Reflection helps students change

action and reflection

perspectives and guide their actions.

It's helpful to include evidence throughout the

Reflection on service learning helps student develop

experience to build their portfolio. Examples of

personal and social responsibility. It can also lead to

evidence: notes, photos, audio and video recordings

improvement in academic grades and provide content
college and job applications.

HOW CAN I SUPPORT MY CHILD WITH SERVICE LEARNING?
Discuss their interests and skills to help them identify possible projects.
Assist with research or contacting organizations and community groups
Discuss the pros and cons of their ideas, especially after they have done research to authenticate a
need
Ask them about their experiences as they take part:
How are they feeling?
Does the experience align with their expectations?
What connections can they see between their school curriculum and their service learning?
Help them with a tool to plan, track and reflect on their experiences.
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